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several properties with respect to ordinary points.
In the present work, we constantly study the behavior of binary soft preseparation axioms in binary soft topological spaces with respect to soft
points as well as ordinary points. We introduce (pre- τ∆o , pre- τ∆1 , preτ∆2 , pre- τ∆3 and pre- τ∆4 )structures with respect to soft points. In future
we will plant these structures in different results. We also planted these
axioms to different results. These binary soft pre-separation structure
would be valuable for the development of the theory of soft in binary soft
topology to solve complicated problems, comprising doubts in economics,
engineering, medical etc. We also attractively discussed some soft
transmissible properties with respect to ordinary as well as soft points. I
have fastidiously studied numerous homes on the behalf of Soft Topology.
And lastly, I determined that soft Topology is totally linked or in other
sense we can correctly say that Soft Topology (Separation Axioms) are
connected with structure. Provided if it is related with structures then it
gives the idea of non-linearity beautifully. In other ways we can rightly say
Soft Topology is somewhat directly proportional to non-linearity.
Although we use non-linearity in Applied Math. So, it is not wrong to say
that Soft Topology is applied Math in itself. It means that Soft Topology has
the taste of both of pure and applied math. In future I will discuss
Separation Axioms in Soft Topology With respect to soft points. We expect
that these results in this article will do help the researchers for
strengthening the toolbox of soft topological structures. Soft topology
provides less informations on the behalf of a few choices. The reason for
this is that we use a single set in soft topology and in binary soft topology
we use double sets. It means that binary soft topology exceeds soft
topology in all respect. In the light of above mentioned discussion I can
literary say that number of sets is directly proportional to choices.
Therefore, all mathematicians are kindly informed to emphasize upon it.
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